
VERY SHORT ESSAY ON IMPORTANCE OF BOOKS

Feb 25, Books play a significant role in our life. They say that â€œWhen you open a book, you open a new worldâ€•. I
believe that everyone would agree with.

I opened the cupboard and they fall on me. Boredom can never touch a person who develops reading habit. A
good book can keep you entertained while developing life skills. Get Essay In addition, it helps us to learn
about new technologies and literature. Positive Impact on Personality Reading good books has a positive
impact on the personality. Through reading you learn more about society and how to adapt in it. The more we
read, the more we get to know as to which field interests us more. Books enhance our knowledge, expand our
vision, and render the ability to look at things with different perspective, boost our creative power and do
much more. Oh my God! Both fictional and non-fictional books have been written on various genres including
science, astrology, fashion, beauty, lifestyle, history, culture, philosophy and technology. We can solve
millions of present time problems while reading books. I started feeling the fragrance of books. Various
aspects of the same subject have been touched by way of these books. These books are a great source of
entertainment. We cannot afford to spend time reading all sorts of books. Books are there so you can learn,
imagine and sometimes escape from the world around you. A book is like a best friend who will never walk
away from you. If you are travelling alone, just grab a book to give you company. They were showing anger
and felt very sad. Books are like friends to me. Books explore our past, present, and future. I will never ignore
learning from you. Just like a best friend, such books guide us to follow the right path. They try to spend their
leisure time with their friends or hanging around without any reason, thus wasting it in unhealthy and frivolous
activities. Books give us more data, information, and knowledge Books told me that habits of reading daily
help you to get more information and data. I promised that I will be going to suggest others to read books daily
and make reading one of their habits. This can play an important and positive role in determining our career
choice. Books hold immense importance in our life. Reading takes us into a fantasy world and helps in
boosting up our creativity. And if you want to study for competitive exams then learn in the garden, below
trees, or near the waterfall, or learn by walking in the garden or safe place. The deeper you dig into the books,
the more treasure you are likely to find â€” a treasure that will remain with you forever. It transports us into
different worlds and cultures, as well as, it informs us about ancient civilizations and lore. They were missing
me. It is much better than taking advice from random relatives and friends. A person who is well read, worldly
wise, confident and creative would certainly have a better personality. You will never feel the shortage of
words in your brain whenever you need to write, speak and debate. Here is a little story: I realized the
importance of books once again. When a person opens books, he finds treasures of goodness and wisdom
which spring out from its pages along with good pieces of advice, sound teaching, counsels and truths. Those
interested in learning about the same can read these books.


